
Revision of Primary (5) 

1-Complete:- 

1) 31.8 X 100=………………. 

2) If: {2,3}   {4,X,3}, then X=…………… 

3) The altitudes of the right – angled triangle intersect at………… 

4) The three altitudes of the acute-angled triangle intersect at one 

point………the triangle. 

5) The three altitudes of the obtuse – angled triangle intersect at one 

point………..the triangle. 

6) The longest chord in the circle is called………………. 

7) 
 

 
  of a day =………hours 

8)    A   B, then A   B =……………..and A   B=……………  

9)       X 4.3 =……………(to nearest thousands) 

10)  3 
 

 
 ÷ 4 

 

 
 =……………..(with steps) 

11) 38.64÷8.4 =…………….. (with steps) 

12) The probability of impossible event=………………. 

13) As throwing Adie once, then the probability of appearing a 

number less than 3=…………… 

14) The probability of the certain event is……………. 

15) 23 ÷132   …………….(tenth) 

16) 39 days   ……………. Weeks 

17) 7.657 meters= …………cm 

2-Choose the correct answer:- 

  1) 255 ÷ 25=2.55=………………..(25,0.25,2.5,2500) 

  2)   ……………{0,1,3} (       ) 

  3) 5.4tons= …………..Kg (5400,540,0.54,54000) 



 4) If: 
 

 
 =

 

  
 ,then a=……………(168,392,24) 

 5) The number of altitudes of any triangle (1,2,3,4) 

 6) 3.856   ……….. (nearest 
 

   
 ) (3.85,3.86,4) 

 7) If the radius length of a circle is 2cm, then its diameter length is 

……..cm 

  8) The number of subsets of the set {4,5}=…………… (2,3,4,5) 

  9) 1.4 X 8.6 …………….. 0.86 X 14 (> or < or =) 

10) If   ={1,3,5,7} and A= {3,7} ,then A` =…………… 

3- Use the opposite venn diagram to list:- 

a) X   Y                                                                                   

b) X   Y 

c) X-Y 

d) Y` 

e) (X`)` 

f) (X   Y)` 

 

4- a) Write the subsets of : X= {a,b,c} 

     b) A bag contains 5 white balls, 9red balls and 6black balls, all of them 

are identical and equal in size, if one ball is drawn randomly. Find the 

probability that the draw ball is:- 

(1) White                     (2) Not black              (3) Green            (4) Red 

 

 

   Y               X     

 
X2                                                                              X1 

x4 

x6 

x5 

x3 

 



5- a) Arrange in an ascending order: 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

…………………………………………………………… 

  b) Draw         ABC whose right angle is B and AB=BC =8cm, then draw 

the line segment BD from the point B perpendicular to AC and find the 

length of that line segment. 

6- a)If the price of a piece of sweet is 2.25 pounds, what is the price of 

25 pieces of the same kind? 

    b) A trader has 1575 cartons of orange and wants to carry them in 

vans which can carry each 105 cartons. How many vans are needs. 

7- Draw a circle whose center in M and its radius length is 5cm. and draw 

its diameter AB and draw its chord AC of length 6cm, then draw BC and 

find its length.  


